
leading diagrams Is found to persist even 

after subdiagrams of Fig. 2c,d,e,f are inclu

ded. Thus, all leading diagrams can Ъе generate! 

Ъу a set of Dyson-Sohwlnger Integral equations. 

This may Ъе useful for the purpose of summing 

up the leading infrared singularities. It may 

also serve as a starting point of search for a 

renormalization group like equations for 

infrared divergence.
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MACROSCOPIC INFLUENCE ON THE SPONTANEOUS 

SYMMETRY BREAKING IN QUANTUM FIELD THEORY

D.A.Kirzhnltz
P.N.Lebedev Physical Institute,Moscow,USSR

I. Introduction

The aim of this report is to give the brief 

review of the results concerning macrosco

pic Influence ( heating, compression, external 

field and current) on elementary particles 

systems with spontaneous symmetry breaking.

The study of this problem has been stimulated 

by recent progress in uni fled renormalizable 

theory of elementary particles. Typically 

it appears that at some values of external 

parameters ( temperature, field, density, 

current) a phase transition with symmetry 

restoration takes place. There exists a profound 

and far going analogy with phase transition 

in many body physios especially with supercon

ductivity phenomenon (SC). Some applications 

to Cosmology are also considered in this report.

2. The model

The Higgs model is used for description 

of broken symmetry

p/P 12+ (1)
+ L ^ „ m  ,

where + i Ar  _ X <<i , Q << i ■

jhis is a relatlvistlc analogue of Ginzburg- 

-Landau theory of SC. From eq. (1) one can obtain 

the effective potential " V Y ^  ( energy or 

free energy) in the "external field" <r = <4>>

The equilibrium condition is

\ a-3-  Ml  S' t  Г =• 0 , (2)
a  <r I ’

where Г is diagrams of the current of the
field Cj> .

At small | the Higgs mechanism gives 

ry f Q  beoause of Bose-Einstein condensation of
у ч 2  ̂ г у i .  i  vâ

if> -quanta ( see fig.l) and ^ *-

For more details and References oee LG ■
Lebedev Group» A.D.Linde + repporteur,
Annals of Physics,N.Y. ( in press)



The analogue In SC is Meissner effect ( magne

tic field is pushed out from superconduotor).

Fig-1

At large g ( j ft -- )

there is dynamic symmetry restoration because 

of radiation corrections ( the term I in 

eq. (2)); see fig.2. This leads to important 

restrictions on parameters of Higgs meson t-f » 

namely \ >  10-3 , >  5 0eV ( Bjorken,

1972, Linde 1975, S.Weinberg 1975).

Fig. 2

3. Temperature behaviours and pbase 

transition

At T > T C broken symmetry is restored, 

particles masses are equal to zero, the weak 

interaction becomes long-ranged ( T c is some 

critical temperature( (LGS 1972).

At small ^ we have the phase transition of 

the 2-nd order ( see fig.3). The value Г  

in eq. (2) corresponds to thermal fluctuations 

of '•T ) and critical temperature is

in the Weinberg-^Jalam type models ( S.Weinberg,

1974; T.Dolan and B.Jackiw 1974; LG, 1972, 1974).

At large g * 0  fluctuations of vector

field < are added to <Ч>*> and we have
s tthe phase transition of the 1 order ( see 

fig.4) С LG, 1974).

Flg.3

Fig.4
At the sane time this effect has been obtained 

in SC ( Galperin, Lubenskl, Ma, 1974).



a) Qua «magnetic ( massive) field И - 7t>t A 
also leads to symmetry restoration at 

H c ~  ^  ~  1 0 1 S  Gauss С see f i g . 5)
( LG, 1974; Krive, Chudnovsky, Pjeh, 1976; 

Harrington a.Shepard, 1976).

Fig. 5

As la SC there are two classes of systems with 

reepeot to their behaviour in external field.

Ia the first class system f<j? > 2>« ,m A "> 

the usual lleissner effeot takes plaoe. In the 

second class system ( y w rt < ) the

field oan exist partially inside of system in 

a form of vortex filaments.

b ) True magnetic field ( massless) in most 

of the models leads to an increase of symmetry 

breaking. However,the results are cruoi&lly 

model-dependent ( Salem, Strathdee, Kibble, 

1975; Liade, 1975). It 1з extremely unlikely

to observe experimentally the Influence of a 

magnetic field on masses of particles, on CP- 

vlolatlon, on Cabibbo angle, etc.

c) As la SC existence of an external 
current J  leads to symmetry restoration. 
However,an increase of charge density ft 

produces an opposite effect since symmetry 
behaviour depends on relatlvietic soalar

2. 7 i
T  = n -  J  ( see fig.6). The oharaoteristic
Г
critical values of J and are J c ~ n c

~  ( M-nde, 1975).

5.COSMOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS

The characteristic values "Tc , H e  etc. 

correspond to extreme external conditions. One 

can expect that such conditions are realized 

at high energy collisions, in Cosmology etc.

For instance in a "hot" Universe nodel the 

temperature J ~  103 Ge? corresponds to the 

time from Blg-Bang ef order 10”^ 2 sec.

It is Important for cosmologycal applica

tions that the influence of temperature is 

opposite with respect to the influence of 

fermlcn density. Therefore the Pest of the 

Universe depends on the ratio ^  = К ) >

where n if > и  v> , p  
are densities of photons, neutrino and antlneut- 

rlno correspondingly.

a) If ^  is large,the main factor is 

temperature and phase transition takes plaoe 

In the early Universe. This faot leads to 

following consequences:

1) Values of mean field O' , of vector 

boson and fesmlon masses, of Fermi constant

8,of weak interaction are essentially temperatu

re and time dependent. In the early Universe 

masses vanished and 6 was equal to infinity 

( long range foroes). In distinction from the 

Dlrao hypothesis our statement that the fundamen

tal oonstants of physics are time dependent 

arisesas a necessary oonsequence of the flxeory 

С LC, 1972).



ii) The cosmologycal term ln the 

Einstein equations Is not a constant hut has 

a time-dependent value ( Linde, 1973). The 

substance energy Is not conserved due to the 

energy "pumping" from the nonobservable 

condensate ( LG, 1974). In distinction from 

stationary cosmology of Hoyle and Bondi in our 

caae the total energy of substance and conden

sate is conserved.

lii) There is a possibility of domains and 

vortices formation in the course of Universe evo

lution because of an independent phase transi

tion ln different points of the Universe 

(Zel'dovlch, Kobssarev, Olcua', 1974; Kibble, 19?3).

b) The case of small^corresponds to the 

charge-nonsymmetrlc Universe. In this ease 

the main factor Is an Increase of fermion 

density. The phase transition is absent. The 

condensate density (Г and particle masses increa

sed ln the past. The problem of nonexistence 

of relict quarks should be reexamined (Linde, 

1975).

There exists a quantitative description 

of the Universe evolution in the framework of 

theories with spontaneous symmetry breaking 

( Linde, 1965; Krive, Linde, Chudnovsky, 1976).
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Supersymmetric theories ^  have now 

been studied for some time, but the search 

for realistic Models appeared to be a hard 

problem. We have already presented a model of 

weak and electromagnetic interactions for the 

electron and its neutrino ^  . But it is 

dlffioult to describe alao the muon and hadron 

seotors: supersymmetrlc theories involve 

scalar as well as vector bosons and scalar-- 

-partlcle-exchanges have to be avoided in 

prooesses such as /v) - or ji>~ deoar*, more- 

over it seems that the Soldstone fermion ari

sing from spontaneous sypersymmetry breaking

cannot be identified with the electron or
/3/muon neutrino ' ' .

We shall present here a possible way to sol

ve these problems. Before discussing a super- 

ejwietrlc theory whloh oould be considered as 

reallstlo ( except that the problem of mass 

generation for electron, muon and quarks

remains), we remind briefly the main features
/2/of the earlier model ' ' . It involves gauge 

( or vector) superfields, and matter ( or chiral) 

superfields; eaoh of them describes a vector 

and a Majorana spincr ln the first oase, or 

a two-component Dirac splnor and a oomplex 

scalar ln the second oase. T\X/_ , Z. and the 

photon J" are the vectors bosons associated 

with spontaneously broken S U [ 2 )  * L H  -0 

gauge symmetry; L  , L .  , I:, L B are Clrao 

splnors and Is a massless Majorana splnor;

associated with the photon under supersymmetry 

transformations, there are also scalar fields:

Z. real, and ф  complex.The mass speotrum

Is given ln Fig.l.


